The distribution of early childhood memories
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many articles have collected original data, reviewed existing theories, or proposed new ones to account for the distribution of memories from early childhood (Bruhn, 1990; Eacott & Crawley, 1998 Fitzgerald, 1991; Habermas & Bluck, in press; Howe & Courage, 1993; Pillemer, 1998b; Pillemer & White, 1989; Usher & Neisser, 1993; Welch-Ross, 1995; West & Bauer, 1999; Wetzler & Sweeney, 1986 ). I will not add to this empirical or theoretical literature. Rather I will summarise the quantitative data and use them to answer four questions. First, what is the shape of the distribution of autobiographical memories over the first decade of life? Second, do the results depend on the method used? Third, are there gender differences in the distribution? Fourth, as suggested by the folklore on reminiscence in older adults as well as the observation that literature about childhood is often written later in adulthood (Salaman, 1970) , do people of different ages have different distributions?
Four basic methods have been used to obtain distributions of early memories. In an example of the first, which I will call the exhaustive-search method, Waldfogel (1948) had participants spend two sessions, each almost 1.5 hours long, separated by about seven weeks, recording experiences up to their eighth birthday. He then tabulated the number of unique, non-repeated memories for each person as a function of age. In another example of the exhaustive-search method, Crovitz and Harvey (1979) had students spend four hours a week for each of 12 weeks listing memories of episodes that occurred before age 8. The second method is the word-cued method first used by Galton (1879) , modified and revived by Crovitz and Schiffman (1974) , and now used commonly in autobiographical memory research (Franklin & Holding, 1977; Rubin, 1982; Rubin & Schulkind, 1997) . Words are used to cue single memories and no mention is made of specific target periods of life. The third method, which Fitzgerald (1991) termed the focused method, modifies the word-cued method by asking for memories from a particular period. As an example, in the Crovitz, Harvey, and McKee (1980) study, undergraduates spent up to three minutes trying to recall an autobiographical memory from before age 8, cued by each of 20 nouns. The fourth method is an intensive personal interview to elicit memories, as used in the Thorne (1995) issue of the earliest childhood memory, there is little data provided by this question, because, by definition, each participant can provide only one memory. I therefore restrict my empirical summary to the distribution of early childhood memories. Table 1 gives an abbreviated reference that unambiguously refers to a reference listed at the end of the paper, and notes the method used to collect the data, the age of the participants, and the gender of the participants, if there was a report by gender. Most of the data were taken from tables and figures in published articles, but some were made available by the researchers. The Reported Age at Event column refers to the age the participants reported themselves to be at the time of the event noted in the memory, with a zero a The age of participants in most studies is the mean or nominal age of the group, with college undergraduates assumed to be 20 years old.
b N is the number of participants whose data contributed to the row. c Participants in the biased condition were given instructions that biased them towards having earlier memories.
266 RUBIN indicating a date prior to their first birthday, a one indicating memories dated as occurring when the participant was one year old (i.e. after their first birthday but before their second), and so forth. The following procedures were used to provide values to plot to for ages 0-7 and for ages 0-10. All data listed in Table 1 were used, except for the Fitzgerald (1991) study, which was excluded from all analyses because it lists memories only to age 5. For the values to age 7, all studies (except the Fitzgerald study) were added for ages 0-7 and converted to proportions by dividing by 10,118, the total number of memories up to age 7. These eight proportions therefore sum to 1.00 and they are the most reliable because they are based on the greatest number of studies. The eight proportions for ages 0-7 are: .0013, .0037, .0167, .0548, 1314, .2211, .2700, and .3010. The calculations for ages 0-10 were slightly more complex because not all studies contributed to all ages. The studies that provided data for all years between 0 and 10 had a total of 2396 memories, 51.13% of which were from ages 0-7. The sum of the values for ages 8, 9, and 10 were each divided by the total number of memories (i.e., 2396) to create proportions. The eight values given earlier in the paragraph for ages 0-7 were then multiplied by .5113 so that the total proportion of memories from ages 0-7 would be what it was in the studies that provided data to age 10. This results in a set of 11 values that sum to be 1.00. These 11 proportions for ages 0-10 are: .0007, . 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, .1130 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . , .1380 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . , .1539 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . , .1624 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . , .1419 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . , and .1845 0019, .0085, .0280, .0672, . . TableCurve 2D (1994 was used to find a good fit to the data. Of its 105 two-parameter functions (many of which were excluded because they involved taking the reciprocal or logarithm of time, which here included a zero value), the best fitting equation for both the 8 points up to age 7 and the 11 points up to age 10 listed in the previous paragraph had the form y= 1/(a +be 7 t ), where a and b are constants, y is the proportion of memories, and t is age in years. For the data up to age 7, the values of a and b were 3.08 and 241.25, and the equation accounted for 99.63% of the variance. For the somewhat more variable data up to age 10, the values of a b were 5.90 and 493.77, and the equation accounted for 97.97% of the variance. The a and b parameters are about twice as large in the 11-point as the 8-point data set because the proportion values to be predicted are about half as large. The equations provide an excellent mathematical description of the data. Their theoretical value is less clear because there is only one independent set of data being fit and there was no a priori theoretical motivation for any particular equation (see Rubin, Hinton, & Wenzel, 1999, and Rubin & Wenzel, 1996 for a discussion of this issue). Figure 1 presents the proportion of early memories listed over the first decade of life. Given the arbitrary nature of the curve fit, the line on Figure 1 was drawn though the values from 0-7. After age 7, when fewer studies contribute to the proportion and the data are more variable, the line was drawn using the equation. Although the plot after age 7 becomes much more variable, I included years 8, 9, and 10 to show that there is a decrease in the slope of the function before age 11. Figure 2 shows the results from the wordcued, focused, interview, and exhaustive-search methods separately up to age 7, which is the age to which the focused and exhaustive-search methods have been used. The values are the proportion of memories up to age 7 at each year, and the line fit is the set of eight proportions given three paragraphs earlier that were based on all the data up to age 7. There is little difference among the four methods. The differences that do exist do not seem to be reliable in that no method is higher or lower than the others for a period of time. A possible exception is the interview method, which is higher for years 3, 4, and 5, but which is also based on the least data and so is the most variable. Thus, within the accuracy of the combined studies included here, all methods produce similar results and the distribution therefore cannot be attributed to the method used. Figure 3 shows each gender separately using the same method of combining studies that went to age 7 with those that went to age 10, but using the values for each gender separately. Consistent with other analyses of the distribution of autobiographical memories over the lifespan (Rubin, Schulkind, & Rahhal, 1999) , gender differences are at best very small. Females might have slightly more memories for ages 2, 3, and 4, but it is not clear whether this difference is reliable because the original studies did not include measures of variability at each value. At most of the other points up to age 7, where the data become more variable, the points for males and females overlap. Figure 4 shows the age of the participants divided into three groups: undergraduates and adults in their 20s, adults in their 30s, 40s, and 50s and older adults in their 60s and 70s. Because the latter two groups had data only from the word-cue method, only data from this method were used for the youngest group. The same line that appears in Figure 1 is used to allow for an easy comparison with the pooled data. Again there appears to be little difference among the groups.
In summary, childhood amnesia, as measured by the distribution of autobiographical memories, is a robust phenomenon that is nearly identical in quantitative terms in studies using different methods and different populations. Of the autobiographical memories reported as occurring before age 11, 1.1% occurred before age 3, with a sharp rise after that point. Two limitations need to be added to these conclusions. First, only the number of early childhood memories has been noted. We know much less about their content, vividness, narrative coherence, the amount of detail included, the sense that the memories were recollected rather than just known (Rybash & Monaghan, 1999) , and their other properties. The second limitation is that all the data reviewed were collected in the USA. Data from other cultures would almost certainly be different (Mullen, 1994; Pillemer, 1998a) . Given the stability of the USA data reviewed here over a host of methods and populations, any differences should be easy to observe. 
